PRESS INFORMATION

The KEUCO ROYAL L1 mirror cabinet knows how to perform

With the intuitive operation of the rotary dimmer you can conveniently choose between
three LED lighting scenarios
When it comes to lighting, the choice is yours with the three modes of the KEUCO’s ROYAL L1
mirror cabinet: The complete front illumination across the entire width of the mirror cabinet with
simultaneous, unobtrusive upward wall lighting is perfect for daily care needs. The pleasantly
indirect washbasin lighting, which highlights only the fitting with its focus, can act as night-light for
orientation or create the perfect lighting for a relaxing bath, for example. To light up the whole
room it is also possible to select both lighting modes at once. With KEUCO's innovative rotary
dimmer for mirror cabinets, the light intensity can be dimmed to any setting. This dimmer can be
found unobtrusively positioned and ready at hand on the underside of the mirror cabinet body. A
simple rotation and the desired brightness are set. The modern LED bulbs used emit a pleasant
warm-white luminous colour of 3000 Kelvin and offer a considerable 30,000+ operating hours.
Their brightness and colour accuracy are so good that every look in the mirror becomes a treat. A
particularly clever feature of the KEUCO rotary dimmer is its ability to save the most recently
selected mode and light intensity.

The mirror cabinet comes in six sizes from 500 mm to 1300 mm, with one, two or three doors that
have mirrors on both sides making it compatible with virtually any common washbasin format.
From a length of 1200 mm and higher – twin-washbasin designs in other words – the washbasin
lighting is designed for two fittings. This has the effect of highlighting sparkling chrome surfaces
and uniquely designed forms in a particularly prominent way.

With its full mirror covering, the ROYAL L1 mirror cabinet is at home in any bathroom. Across the
board it will win you over with its interior strengths, too: Interior areas, such as the rear wall, the
illuminated profile, and the multiple electric sockets (subject to country regulations), all have an
anodized finish.
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With its height-adjustable glass shelves and anodized aluminium drawers, the clever arrangement
of the interior provides generous space and convenient organization for all your care products.
The electric sockets inside allow you to charge electric devices inside the mirror cabinet, even
with the doors closed. The high-quality hinges ensure that the doors of the ROYAL L1 close
extremely easily and softly. Since it was constructed with a limited number of different materials,
the mirror cabinet has a very harmonious overall appearance as if it was fashioned entirely from a
single object.
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Picture captions:
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KEUCO's ROYAL L1 allows you to choose between three different lighting modes.
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The mirror cabinet comes in six sizes from 500 mm to 1300 mm, with one, two or three doors that
have mirrors on both sides.
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The KEUCO rotary dimmer is positioned unobtrusively and ready at hand on the underside of the
mirror cabinet body. A short press switches the lighting on and off. When switched on, a long
press toggles between the three lighting modes.
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In mode one, the front lighting is visible across the width, combined with discreet upward wall
lighting. Mode two offers pleasantly indirect washbasin lighting, which highlights only the fitting
with its focus. Mode three includes all light sources at once.
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The KEUCO ROYAL L1’s inner strengths are icing on the cake: anodized rear wall, heightadjustable glass shelves, and interior electric sockets.
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